EARNINGS REPORT Q4 2019

ROBOTICS, AI AND HEALTHCARE TECHNOLOGY EARNINGS TRENDS
ROBO, HTEC, and THNQ

ROBO: ROBOTICS & AUTOMATION INDEX
With 92% of the ROBO Global Robotics & Automation Index having reported 4Q19 results, we
review fundamentals as well as areas of strength (Artificial Intelligence) and weakness (Asian factory
automation). While the new coronavirus outbreak is likely to lead to significant downward revisions
in the near term, the ROBO Index is already trading on a trailing PE of 19x, near the bottom of its
historical range of 17-32x.
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Sales growth accelerated in 4Q19 for the first time in two years
Median sales growth for the 92 members of the ROBO Global Robotics & Automation Index accelerated to +2% YoY in 4Q19,
compared to +1% in the prior quarter and the long-term average of +9%. Meanwhile, median EPS growth was -7% YoY in
4Q19, compared to +2% a year ago and the 10-year average of 11%. While this was a deterioration from the -4% YoY decline
in 3Q19, estimates point to a return to positive earnings growth in 1Q20. This confirms our view that 2Q19 marked the
bottom after the longest downcycle since the inception of the index in 2013 – see the chart below.
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On aggregate, EPS came in 3% above expectations with 59% of companies exceeding consensus EPS estimates and 65%
topping revenue estimates. Positive surprises stemmed primarily from Computing, Processing and AI, as well as Chinaexposed companies. Negative surprises were concentrated in Japanese factory automation companies.
However, the outlook has significantly deteriorated since the outbreak of the coronavirus, with the multiplication of supply
chain disruptions and a significant negative impact on consumer and business sentiment in several key regions. While
earnings estimates currently point to median EPS growth of 5% in 2020 and 17% in 2021, we anticipate a double-digit
reduction in earnings for the first half of 2020, some of which may be recovered in the second half of the year.
Median Sales Growth
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What’s hot, what’s not?
Adoption of AI-powered technologies remains the strongest driver of revenue growth, as reflected by the three fastestgrowing index members in 4Q19. UK-based Blue Prism, which offers robotic process automation (RPA) solutions to automate
repetitive, high-volume manual processes with software bots, saw revenue expand 88% YoY in the second half of its fiscal
year ending October 2019, nearly 10% above consensus estimates.
Nvidia, the leading provider of graphics processing units, which have become a de-facto standard for high-performance
computing and the training of AI, posted revenue growth of 41% in the final quarter, driven by a 43% surge in data-center
revenue to a record $968m, while its gaming-related sales returned to growth for the first time since 2018.
iFlyTek, the Chinese AI technology company which focuses on natural language processing for consumer, healthcare,
education and government applications, reported full-year revenue of CNY10bn, up 27% YoY and implying a 4Q19 sales
increase of over 30% YoY.
At the other end of the spectrum, the more cyclical Asian factory automation companies continued to suffer large sales
declines on the back of weak capital spending by automotive and electronics customers. While underlying demand appears
to have improved notably in 4Q19, the impact of the coronavirus outbreak in China is likely to postpone a strong recovery to
2Q20, in our view. Harmonic Drive Systems, the leading provider of small-size speed reducers for robots, saw 3Q19 revenue
drop 55% YoY to levels comparable to the prior cycle low of 2016, and the first operating loss in 10 years. However, new
orders, which we view as the most important indicator, rebounded strongly and expanded YoY for the first time since 1Q18.
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Hiwin Technologies, the Taiwan-based provider of motion control technology for machines and automated systems,
suffered a 35% decline in revenue in 4Q19, as machine-tool customers continued to drive inventories lower. While this
appeared to be the low point for this cycle as monthly revenue gradually improved in December, severe disruption related
to the coronavirus outbreak drove a 38% YoY drop in revenue in January 2020.
Fanuc, the world’s leading provider of industrial robots and machine-tool controllers, saw revenue decline -17% YoY in 4Q19,
as automotive and electronics customers continued to reduce spending. However, orders for factory automation equipment
rose 15% QoQ and the company raised its full-year outlook. Here again, we anticipate that a meaningful recovery is pushed
out to 2Q20.

Valuations and balance-sheet strength
The ROBO Index was down 28% year-to-date as of 16 March 2020 and trades on a trailing PE of 19.0x, compared to the
5-year average of 23.7x and a range of 17-32 – see chart above.
As uncertainty around near-term earnings and credit dramatically increases, the focus is shifting to balance sheet strength.
We note that the weighted average Net Debt to EBITDA ration for the ROBO Index was just 0.2x at the end of 2019, and that
56% of its members hold a net cash position (net debt <0), compared with approximately 15% of S&P500 index members
and 22% of MSCI ACWI index members.

HTEC: HEALTHCARE TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION INDEX
HTEC Q4 Summary
During 4Q19, the Healthcare Technology and Innovation Index (HTEC) median sales growth of 14.1% accelerated 120 bps
sequentially and 70 bps y/y. HTEC’s median EPS grew 8.6%, vs. 9.4% in the same quarter of the previous year. HTEC’s 3-year
revenue and EPS median growth rates were 33.4% and 43.6%, respectively.
In terms of valuation, HTEC’s current EV/sales ratio for the next 12 months is 4.96x, and its forward P/E multiple is 27.67x.
The index has a median market cap of $7.4bn.
The histogram below shows a breakdown of HTEC members, segmented by their sales growth rate in Q4. Of the 80+
companies in the index, 59% generated double digit growth. Outliers that grew over 100% include Alnylum, Exact Sciences,
and Editas Medicine, which, as precision medicine companies, tend to have lumpy sales patterns.
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Technological breakthroughs happening at HTEC companies
During 4Q19, Siemens Healthineers completed its $1bn acquisition of Corindus Vascular Robotics. The company made
headlines in December when a surgeon in India completed his 500th robotic percutaneous coronary intervention (rPCI)
on Corindus’s CorPath, marking the highest number of robotic PCI procedures conducted by any one cardiologist in the
world. Among these were the five first tele-robotic PCIs ever conducted in humans, from 20 miles away.
Editas is launching a new frontier of gene editing in human beings. In March 2020, scientists at Casey Eye Institute at
Oregon Health & Science University used a CRISPR gene-editing tool developed by Editas and Allergan (not in HTEC) for
the first time in vivo (inside the body) in efforts to restore vision for a rare inherited blindness disease. If it appears safe
after a few treatments, they plan to expand the study to 18 people.
Regeneron’s CEO recently announced the company’s goalto have a COVID-19 treatment available for use in humans as
soon as August of this year. The speed of discovery from Regeneron is unprecedented, as it usually takes 2 to 5 years to
develop a vaccine. However, Regeneron is using its proprietary technology to genetically engineer antibodies, alongside
science it used in 2012 on MERS, a similar coronavirus to COVID-19, which is providing a springboard for quicker and
speedier development.

THNQ: ROBO GLOBAL ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE INDEX
THNQ Subsector Performance
The ROBO Global Artificial Intelligence Index (THNQ) posted stellar results in 4Q19 with every sub-sector in positive
territory. The Semiconductor subsector once again outperformed (+18%), with Cloud Providers (17%) and Cognitive
Computing (16%) delivering very strong returns for the quarter. For the year, the THNQ Index returned a total
37.1% compared to 26.6% for the MSCI World Index. More details are available on the ROBO Global Artificial
Intelligence Index Factsheet.
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SEMI CONDUCTOR
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The Semiconductor subsector delivered strong earnings results, but the impact of coronavirus weighed on the group’s
forecast for 1Q. Underlying trends during 4Q were healthy as evidenced by positive results and commentary from
companies such as Microchip, Nvidia, Infineon, and ADI, highlighting channel-inventory reductions. Despite the coronavirus
impact, most semiconductor companies in our index saw strength driven by initial 5G ramp and data-center builds. Overall
demand for GPU, memory and semiconductor equipment appears robust, driven by technology trends such as data center/
AI, IoT, 5G and 7/5 nm ramps. For Nvidia, new Microsoft and Sony game consoles planned for later this year plus well as
their latest graphic cards are giving the company confidence on GPU visibility. In terms of 1Q outlook, the virus impact
has reset growth expectations for semiconductor companies due to supply chain disruptions, especially in the high-end
smartphone market and at a very difficult time with the launch of new 5G phones.
Big Data/Analytics are providing some notable trends in 1Q20. Big data analytic providers such as Alteryx are showing
their importance in the digital transformation ecosystem through record billings and new customer additions, indicating
momentum. Alteryx has once again delivered impressive growth with revenues up 75% YoY and Enterprises is focused on
adopting an end-to-end modern analytic platform in today’s AI-driven business environment. While some companies did
not see much visibility on the impact of COVID-19, many were very careful about traveling to customer events, possibly
translating into lower revenues but also lower OpEx this upcoming quarter. In the hybrid and cloud database management
environment, momentum around public cloud remains robust with companies such as MongoDB and Cloudera posting
strong results in December. We are still in the early stages of a once in a generation shift in database technology and these
index members are best positioned to capture a meaningful share of the $64bn global database software market. MongoDB
grew subscription revenue 56% YoY as customers chose their mission critical platform for powering their cloud applications.
The Cognitive Computing subsector gained strongly, with Tesla demonstrating its operating leverage with blow-out quarterly
results. Tesla shares are up 75% YTD as the company showed strong profitability and improving cash flow. Tesla’s best-in-class
autonomous capabilities using neural networks and its incredible amount of training data are very valuable in terms of the
shift toward having fully autonomous cars and robotaxis in the future. Meanwhile, another neural network provider, Nuance
Communications, showed momentum in healthcare revenue, growing 9% YoY organically and achieving 38% of segment
profit. While Nuance remains a turnaround story, its sharp focus on healthcare as a key area of growth is starting to bear fruit.
The Network & Security subsector reversed last quarter’s trend and was the lowest contributor in 1Q20. Companies such
as Palo Alto Networks and Nutanix are experiencing company-specific issues around sales force restructuring and initiatives.
In terms of demand, there are multiple large deals still in the pipeline as Enterprises continues to move its employee and
customer workflow to the cloud. In addition, increasing need for vulnerability and threat intelligence remains a high priority
for IT and compliance departments as breaches continue to occur quickly. Further, Rapid 7 and Varonis, which focus on
AI-driven security management, and ServiceNow, with its automated workflow solutions, are continuing to demonstrate
impressive results during 1Q20.
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Copyright © 2020 by ROBO Global, LLC. All rights reserved. ROBO Global® is a registered trademark of ROBO Global, LLC.ROBO Global, LLC is referred to as “ROBO.”
Redistribution, reproduction and/or photocopying in whole or in part are prohibited without written permission. This document does not constitute an offer of services
in jurisdictions where ROBO does not have the necessary licenses. All information provided by ROBO is impersonal and not tailored to the needs of any person, entity or
group of persons. The ROBO Global® Robotics and Automation Index and the ROBO Global® Robotics and Automation UCITS Index (the “Indices”) are the property of
ROBO who have contracted with Solactive AG to calculate and maintain the Indices. The Indices are not sponsored by Solactive AG or its affiliates. Neither Solactive AG, nor
any of their affiliates will be liable for any errors or omissions in calculating the Indices. Closing prices for the Indices are calculated by Solactive AG based on the closing
price of the individual constituents of the index as set by their primary exchange. Historical performance illustrations in the Indices are based on a backcast calculation. A
backcast calculation can be materially different from a backtest analysis. Past performance of an index is not a guarantee of future results. The value of investments may
go down as well as up and potential investors may not get back the amount originally invested. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Exposure to an asset class
represented by an index is available through investable instruments based on that index. ROBO makes no assurance that investment products based on the index will
accurately track index performance or provide positive investment returns. A decision to invest in any such investment fund or other investment vehicle should not be
made in reliance on any of the statements set forth in this document. ROBO is not in a position to give advice on the suitability of any investments for potential investors.
Prospective investors are advised to make an investment in any such fund or other vehicle only after carefully considering the risks associated with investing in such funds,
as detailed in an offering memorandum or similar document that is prepared by or on behalf of the issuer of the investment fund or other vehicle. Inclusion of a security
within an index is not a recommendation by ROBO to buy, sell, or hold such security, nor is it considered to be investment advice. It is not intended that anything stated in
this document should be construed as an offer or invitation to buy or sell any investment in any Investment Fund or other investment vehicle referred to in this website,
or for potential investors to engage in any investment activity. No Investment Fund or other investment vehicle based on the Indices is sponsored, promoted, sold or
supported in any other manner by ROBO or Solactive AG (the “Index Parties”) nor do the Index Parties offer any express or implicit guarantee or assurance either with
regard to the results of using the Indices and/or an Index trademark or an Index price at any time or in any other respect. The Index Parties use their best efforts to ensure
that the Indices are calculated correctly. Irrespective of their obligations towards the Company, the Index Parties have no obligation to point out errors in the Indices to
third parties including but not limited to investors in, and/or financial intermediaries of, any Investment Funds or other investment vehicles. Neither publication of the
Indices by Solactive AG nor the licensing of the Indices or an Index trademark by ROBO for the purpose of use in connection with any Investment Fund or other investment
vehicle based on the Indices constitutes a recommendation by the Index Parties to invest capital in any such fund or investment vehicle nor does it in any way represent an
assurance or opinion of the Index Parties with regard to any investment in such fund or investment vehicle. These materials have been prepared solely for informational
purposes based upon information generally available to the public from sources believed to be reliable. No content contained in these materials (including index data,
ratings, creditrelated analyses and data, model, software or other application or output therefrom) or any part there of (Content) may be modified, reverse-engineered,
reproduced or distributed in any form by any means, or stored in a database or retrieval system, without the prior written permission of ROBO. The Content shall not
be used for any unlawful or unauthorized purposes. ROBO and its third-party data providers and licensors (collectively “ROBO Parties”) do not guarantee the accuracy,
completeness, timeliness or availability of the Content. ROBO Parties are not responsible for any errors or omissions, regardless of the cause, for the results obtained
from the use of the Content. The content is provided on an “as is” basis. ROBO Parties disclaim any and all express or implied warranties, including, but not limited to, any
warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose or use, freedom from bugs, software errors or defects, that the content’s functioning will be uninterrupted
or that the content will operate with any software or hardware configuration. In no event shall ROBO Parties be liable to any party for any direct, indirect, incidental,
exemplary, compensatory, punitive, special or consequential damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses (including, without limitation, lost income or lost profits and
opportunity costs) in connection with any use of the Content even if advised of the possibility of such damages. ROBO Parties and their respective employees, affiliates and
partners hereby exclude, to the extent permitted by applicable law, all liability in connection with the use of this document.
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